
The Kantata Industry Cloud 
for Professional Services™—
Purpose-Built Technology for 
Unmatched Advantage 
Professional services firms have long been underserved by the 
technology industry. The industry was left to depend on project-
centric point solutions and contend with the constant bale to 
get the information they need from siloed systems.
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The Kantata Industry Cloud for Professional Services is designed to 
help industry leaders break free from generic functionality and the 
irrelevant features of broad-reaching, outdated PSA alternatives. 
Kantata has helped hundreds of services organizations find success 
and build eiciencies through insights and control previously 
thought unaainable. With laser focus on the innovation and 
outcomes-oriented approaches of the professional services sector, 
this SaaS solution leverages technology to give people-powered 
businesses the power to do what they do best, even beer. From 
the underlying foundation of applied industry expertise to the 
unified data model that puts people at the center, the Kantata 
Industry Cloud for Professional Services is a purpose-built solution 
delivering unparalleled value to professional services organizations.

Kantata is the new name for Mavenlink Kimble.

A Platform Built for 
the Future

Learn more

Professional services advantage depends on extending your 
workforce with access to on-demand talent, making eicient 
sourcing and management of these resources essential. The 
Kantata Industry Cloud’s talent network capabilities enable 
seamless access to subcontractor networks through sister 
companies, partner firms, and individual contractors.

With increasing dependence on contract resources to ensure 
access to the right skill sets at the right time, the ability to build 
talent networks expands the resource pool. The Kantata Industry 
Cloud’s cross-tenant architecture can accommodate dierent 
talent network and relationship structures to provide maximum 
flexibility and access. This technical foundation and the capabilities 
it facilitates enables limitless scaling options that empower 
professional services firms to increase business opportunities.

Network Capabilities 
Maximize Talent Potential

Types of Private Networks
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Kantata provides the first purpose-built integration platform for 
services organizations. By seamlessly connecting to existing in-
flight solutions, the Kantata Industry Cloud enables configurable 
workflows in any environment. These out-of-the-box integrations 
activate existing data and workflows from current solutions like 
Salesforce, NetSuite, Concur, and countless others to accelerate 
time to value. The Kantata Industry Cloud integrates directly with a 
wide range of CRM, ERP, HCM, productivity, and other enterprise 
solutions. By extending the value of an organization’s existing 
workflows, the Kantata Industry Cloud for Professional Services 
enables greater ROI across their entire tech stack.

To streamline operations, Kantata’s no-code approach enables 
workflow automation without the need for IT support. With a 
marketplace of plug-and-play tailored solutions, the Kantata 
Industry Cloud makes it easy to extend tools to build and run 
workflows for increased eiciencies and dynamic responsiveness. 
At the same time, companies can build their own features or apps to 
match unique business demands using Kantata’s no-code app 
development functionality. Ultimately, this de-risks change 
management and enables ongoing optimization, enterprise-wide. 

Integrations, Workflows, 
And Automation That 
Drive Eiciencies

By extending the value of an organization’s existing workflows, 
the Kantata Industry Cloud for Professional Services enables 
greater ROI across their entire tech stack.
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Technology Built Upon 
Deep Industry Expertise

While not an innovation or programming advance, one of the factors 
that most dierentiates the Kantata Industry Cloud is the depth of 
professional services knowledge and expertise it builds upon. As a 
result, the Kantata Industry Cloud directly addresses the unique 
needs of professional services organizations and fills major 
functionality gaps that plague many PSA solutions. From operational 
improvements that build on known best practices to tailored 
insights that bring together the most valuable data for services 
firms, the Kantata Industry Cloud approaches functionality from the 
real-world needs of users.  
 
Kantata leverages decades of domain expertise mapped to the 
operational realities of today’s professional services organization. 
Using this as a foundation, the Kantata Industry Cloud for 
Professional Services defines clear paths for transforming financial 
and operational outcomes, while improving practices and 
processes. A path to process maturity is built in across the platform 
and tailored to each organization’s realities. This enables the 
insights and continuous improvements that can only come from a 
purpose-built solution.
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Unified Data Model 
Supports Every Action

At the heart of the Kantata Industry Cloud for Professional Services 
is a unified data model architected specifically around resources. 
This breakthrough, people-centric approach provides the 
foundational insights necessary for professional services 
organizations to drive scale, profits, and competitive advantage, 
giving business leaders the perspective they need to stay on top of 
the true state of their business.

The Kantata Industry Cloud for Professional Services’ unified data 
model aligns business data, client project data, and workforce data. 
With API-based integrations with a company’s existing financial 
management, CRM, HRIS, and other existing tools, the Kantata 
Industry Cloud breaks down system siloes to bring together the 
most vital professional services information into a single data 
source. As a result, companies have clear sight into all signals from 
across client or project lifecycles. By providing near real-time 
perspective into in-flight projects, the Kantata Industry Cloud 
enables more eective resource optimization and data-driven 
decision-making without the need for a single spreadsheet.

The Kantata Industry Cloud for Professional Services’ unified 
data model aligns business data, client project data, and 
workforce data.
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A Resource Optimization 
Engine Designed for 
Todays World

The most eective use of human talent is the key to success for 
every professional services company. The Kantata Industry Cloud 
enables a state of dynamic resource optimization, where data from 
across the operation ensures users can operate, adapt, and plan for 
resources with the fluidity and flexibility that market realities 
require. When you are able to manage your workforce in a truly 
dynamic fashion, the right person is always able to be matched to 
the right project at the right time. As a result, you are able to improve 
eiciency and quality of work for clients while enabling seamless 
scaling and immediate responsiveness to new or changing 
opportunities.

The algorithms underpinning the Kantata Industry Cloud reflect the 
complex relationship between resources at every stage of the 
services engagement lifecycle, across multiple projects. The 
Kantata Industry Cloud considers all angles, makes 
recommendations with mathematical rigor, and uses adjustable 
parameters for scenario planning and inflight requests. This gives 
our users the ability to balance client, employee, and profit goals 
while identifying hidden margin improvement possibilities. 

The Kantata Industry Cloud for Professional Services makes it 
possible to adjust in real time to changes in supply and demand and 
then immediately project the impact on revenue, margins, and 
timelines. Users have robust resource management capabilities, 
including the ability to drill down into demand to pinpoint timing and 
improve accuracy and use what-if analysis to explore how 
assignments impact financials, utilization, and schedules. With this 
level of flexibility and perspective, the Kantata Industry Cloud for 
Professional Services makes it possible to precisely determine the 
ideal mix of resources for the optimal outcomes across every 
project, every practice area, for every client, every time.

The Kantata Industry Cloud for Professional Services allows 
you to leverage data from across business processes to 
ensure users can operate, adapt, and plan with the fluidity 
and flexibility that market realities require.
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Many businesses have had to contend with legacy Professional 
Services Automation �PSA� solutions built for another era. Or they 
try to force-fit ERP or CRM solutions to client and project 
management needs that seem worlds apart. Generic solutions have 
never lived up to the unique needs of the industry. Having to manage 
a morass of technologies, tools, and processes designed for 
yesterday’s realities has led to frustration, increasing ineiciency, 
and competitive challenges.  

The Kantata Industry Cloud for Professional Services™ changes 
that. As the only solution purpose-built for the needs and realities of 
professional services organizations, Kantata gives organizations the 
tools they need to beer manage project staing resources and 
improve client outcomes. And with these boosts in eiciency comes 
increases in profitability.  

By providing technology specifically designed to address the unique 
needs of services organizations, Kantata  enables exponentially 
more eective operations and scaling in today’s networked 
economy.

There are five key technical advantages the Kantata Industry 
Cloud for Professional Services provides clients:

This paper explores the technical underpinnings and business 
benefits these core components deliver for today’s professional 
services organizations.

Platform-Enabled Resource 
Optimization Capabilities

Applied Industry-Specific Domain 
Expertise

Built-In Talent Network Frameworks
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Unified Data Model that Puts People 
at the Center

Streamlined Integrations, Workflows, 
and Automation
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